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NanoProMT Brings Military Tested Super Lubricant to AutoZone

Consumers get access to automotive nanoparticle technology used by U.S. military and race
teams.

Charlotte, North Carolina (PRWEB) October 02, 2016 -- The performance enhancing technology deployed on
U.S. military helicopters, race cars, and high stress machinery around the world is now available to consumers.
An assortment of military tested NanoProMT products, delivering 3x the temperature and environmental
operating thresholds of traditional lubricants, rolls out today in a featured display in all U.S. AutoZone stores.

NanoProMT products are designed using microscopic nanoparticles; materials so small that 80,000 of them fit
onto the end of a human hair. These particles fill the tiny imperfections in all machined parts and metal
surfaces, dramatically reducing friction, heat, wear, and corrosion. The new NanoProMT consumer line of high
performance lubricants, greases, and coolants provide nanoparticle performance for a wide variety of
automotive, marine, and DIY applications.

Formed in Charlotte in 2011 by CEO Andrew Hough and COO Chris Hunter, NanoProMT was built around the
quality and consistency demanded by the defense industry. Hough shares that, “Having worked with the
defense industry and professional race teams in prior businesses, we realized the benefits of the technology
would only be fully accepted once our products withstood the highest level of testing. The U.S. military was the
ultimate proving ground for us.”

“As with all new technology, adoption comes through delivering value,” COO Chris Hunter believes. “The
AutoZone program provides a way for car owners, mechanics, and Do-It-Yourselfers to put our products to
work. Seeing better mileage using our Oil Stabilizer, or finally opening a rusted lock with our Penetrating
Lubricant, is the best way to introduce the power of nanoparticles.”

The AutoZone assortment includes the NanoProMT Oil Stabilizer and Penetrating Lubricant, as well as a Dry
Lubricant, Synthetic Gear Oil, Extreme Pressure Grease, Marine Grease and a High Performance Coolant.

About NanoProMT: NanoProMT produces a complete line of industrial, military, and consumer nanoparticle
based lubricants, greases, coolants and specialty products. All of the firm’s products are manufactured in the
U.S. Learn more by visiting www.nanopromt.com.
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Contact Information
Ed Peterson
NanoProMT
http://www.nanopromt.com
+1 4049316398

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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